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Abstract.1

Field and laboratory observations show that shear deformation is often ex-2

tremely localized at seismic slip rates, with a typical deforming zone width3

on the order of a few tens of microns. This extreme localization can be un-4

derstood in terms of thermally driven weakening mechanisms. A zone of ini-5

tially high strain rate will experience more shear heating and thus weaken6

faster, making it more likely to accommodate subsequent deformation. Fault7

zones often contain thermally unstable minerals such as clays or carbonates,8

which devolatilize at the high temperatures attained during seismic slip. In9
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this paper, we investigate how these thermal decomposition reactions drive10

strain localization when coupled to a model for thermal pressurization of in-11

situ ground water. Building on Rice et al. [2014], we use a linear stability anal-12

ysis to predict a localized zone thickness that depends on a combination of13

hydraulic, frictional, and thermochemical properties of the deforming fault14

rock. Numerical simulations show that the onset of thermal decomposition15

drives additional strain localization when compared with thermal pressur-16

ization alone, and predict localized zone thicknesses of ∼7 and ∼13 µm for17

lizardite and calcite respectively. Finally we show how thermal diffusion and18

the endothermic reaction combine to limit the peak temperature of the fault,19

and that the pore fluid released by the reaction provides additional weak-20

ening of ∼ 20− 40% of the initial strength.21
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1. Introduction

Field studies of fault zones show a hierarchical structure, with a fault core composed of22

ultracataclasite and fault gouge sitting within a broader damage zone (e.g. Faulkner et23

al. [2010]). Further investigation reveals a zone of highly localized shear on the order of24

10-300 µm wide nested within the fault core [Heermance et al., 2003; Chester et al., 2003;25

De Paola et al., 2008; Collettini et al., 2013; Bullock et al., 2014]. These field observations26

are consistent with laboratory observations from high-velocity rotary shear experiments,27

which reveal micron-scale strain localization at slip rates of order 1 m/s. In experimental28

deformation tests performed at a slip rate of 1 m/s on a dry, natural clay-bearing fault29

gouge,Brantut et al. [2008] identified a zone of darker material ∼ 1−10 µm wide that, due30

to the lack of other indicators of deformation elsewhere in the sample, was interpreted as31

the main slipping zone in the experiment. In similar deformation experiments performed32

under wet conditions on similar natural fault zone materials, Kitajima et al. [2010] showed33

that a 100 µm thick zone of extremely fine grained material with a strong foliation forms at34

seismic slip rates. This zone is thought to have accommodated the majority of deformation35

in the experiment, and the foliation may indicate that the width of a single localized shear36

zone is much smaller than 100 µm. A more detailed discussion of these observations and37

further examples of micron-scale strain localization can be found in the introduction to38

Rice et al. [2014].39

In general, strain localization should be expected in gouge undergoing thermally driven40

dynamic weakening. If a region is straining faster then the surrounding material then41

it will experience more shear heating; more shear heating leads to faster weakening;42
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weaker regions of the gouge layer will be more likely accommodate subsequent deforma-43

tion. Two distinct thermally driven dynamic weakening mechanisms can be considered44

in fluid-saturated fault rocks: thermal pressurization and thermal decomposition. Both45

mechanisms rely on rapid increases in pore fluid pressure leading to an overall strength46

decrease. Thermal pressurization is due to thermal expansion of the pore fluid and pore47

volume as the fluid-saturated gouge material is heated. If the heating occurs faster than48

the pore fluid can drain from the gouge then the pore pressure will increase, leading49

to dynamic weakening [Lachenbruch, 1980; Mase and Smith, 1985, 1987]. Thermal de-50

composition corresponds to the chemical breakdown and devolatilization of hydrated or51

carbonated minerals, such as clays or calcite, which are often present in faults. Such52

chemical transformations provide an independent source of fluid pressure that is impor-53

tant at high temperatures when the reaction kinetics are fast compared to the timescale54

for seismic slip. High-velocity friction experiments have revealed several devolatilization55

reactions that can occur on timescales of a few seconds. Evidence for thermal decompo-56

sition was shown for siderite [Han et al., 2007a], calcite [Han et al., 2007b], serpentinites57

[Hirose and Bystricky , 2007; Proctor et al., 2014], kaolinite [Brantut et al., 2008], dolomite58

[De Paola et al., 2011], and gypsum [Brantut et al., 2011]. Evidence of thermal decompo-59

sition during seismic slip has also been inferred from field observations of faults[Collettini60

et al., 2013; Bullock et al., 2014]. In the crustal seismogenic zone these decomposition61

reactions are typically endothermic and at a fixed pressure the reaction products occupy62

a larger volume than the reactants for undrained conditions. The combination of these63

two effects implies that the onset of rapid thermal decomposition leads to an increase in64

the pore pressure and a plateau in the maximum temperature, as shown theoretically in65
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Sulem and Famin [2009], Sulem et al. [2009] and Brantut et al. [2010], and experimentally66

in Brantut et al. [2011]. Throughout this manuscript we will refer to dynamic weakening67

exclusively due to thermal expansion of in-situ pore fluid as thermal pressurization, and68

dynamic weakening due to the release of additional pore fluid during a devolatilization69

reaction as thermal decomposition, though what we call thermal decomposition has also70

been called thermo-chemical pressurization [Brantut et al., 2010]71

The width of the deforming zone during seismic shear, which this paper attempts to72

constrain, is of crucial importance in theoretical models of thermally driven dynamic weak-73

ening. Lachenbruch [1980] showed that for undrained and adiabatic conditions dynamic74

weakening by thermal pressurization is controlled by a critical weakening strain, so the75

slip weakening distance for thermal pressurization is proportional to the deforming zone76

thickness. This may explain why the gouge layer thickness plays a role in determining77

if a rupture propagates as a crack-like rupture or slip pulse in the results of Noda et al.78

[2009]. Another example can be found in Garagash [2012], which showed that for steadily79

propagating slip pulses, thinner deforming zones lead to smaller slips and faster rupture80

velocities.81

For thermal pressurization alone, Rice et al. [2014] used a linear stability analysis to82

predict how the localized zone thickness depends on the gouge properties. This analysis83

was complemented by the numerical simulations presented in Platt et al. [2014] that84

went beyond the linear regime. For strain rate localization stabilized by frictional rate-85

strengthening alone the localized zone thickness is set by a balance between thermal86

pressurization, hydrothermal diffusion, and frictional strengthening. Using hydraulic and87

thermal parameters from Rempel and Rice [2006], which model a depth of 7 km as a88
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typical centroidal depth for a crustal seismogenic zone, and friction data from Blanpied89

et al. [1998], they predicted that the localized zone is between 4 and 44 µm wide, with90

the smaller number assuming parameters based on experiments on undamaged gouge and91

the larger number representing an estimate of the effect of damage at the onset of rapid92

shear (e.g. microcracking). Platt et al. [2014] also showed that strain localization has93

a dramatic effect on the temperature and strength evolution of the gouge. As straining94

localizes the frictional heating is focused into a narrower zone, leading to an acceleration in95

dynamic weakening and a temperature rise much larger than that predicted when strain96

rate localization is not accounted for. In this paper we extend the work in Rice et al.97

[2014] and Platt et al. [2014] to account for thermal decomposition. A linear stability98

analysis leads to a prediction for the localized zone thickness as a function of the gouge99

properties and current fault temperature, and these predictions are tested using numerical100

simulations. Next we show how thermal decomposition combines with thermal diffusion101

to limit the maximum temperature rise, and how we can estimate the temperature at102

which thermal decomposition operates. Finally we study the strength evolution during103

localization, showing that the onset of thermal decomposition leads to a sudden strength104

drop of ∼ 20− 40% of the initial strength.105

2. Model derivation

In this section we derive a model for a fluid-saturated gouge material sheared between106

two undeforming thermo-poroelastic half-spaces that allow diffusion of heat and pore fluid,107

the same geometry used in Platt et al. [2014]. In this one-dimensional model the only108

non-zero velocity component, u(y, t), is parallel to the fault zone and depends only on the109

coordinate perpendicular to the direction of slip y, and the time since shear commenced110
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t. The gouge layer has a finite thickness h and the half-spaces are moved relative to each111

other at a kinematically imposed slip rate V , which leads to a nominal strain rate in the112

gouge layer of γ̇o = V/h. A sketch of this geometry is shown in Figure 1.113

Our derivation extends the model of Rice et al. [2014] to account for thermal decompo-114

sition, which is modeled using the ideas in Sulem and Famin [2009], Sulem et al. [2009],115

and Brantut et al. [2010]. For clarity we model a single reaction,116

CaCO3 → CaO + CO2, (1)

but the modeling framework used is general and results are given for other decomposition117

reactions.118

2.1. Mechanical equilibrium

Rice [2006] hypothesized that the short distances associated with hydrothermal diffusion119

make inertial effects within the gouge layer unimportant. This hypothesis was tested in120

Platt et al. [2014] and found to be true for typical seismogenic conditions. Based on this121

we use the equations for mechanical equilibrium to model the stresses within the gouge122

layer,123

∂τ

∂y
= 0 ,

∂σn
∂y

= 0, (2)

where τ is the shear stress in the gouge material, and σn is the normal stress on the gouge124

layer. As in Rice et al. [2014] and Platt et al. [2014] we assume that the normal stress on125

the gouge layer is constant throughout shear. The assumed quasi-static behavior forces126

the shear stress to be constant throughout the layer, and thus τ is at most a function of127

t.128
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2.2. Gouge friction

The shear stress is linked to the normal stress using a friction coefficient f and the129

Terzaghi effective stress130

τ = f × (σn − p) , (3)

where p = p(y, t) is the local pore pressure. For a constant or rate-weakening friction131

coefficient, and neglecting dilatancy, only two forms of deformation satisfy mechanical132

equilibrium: uniform shear of the gouge layer or slip on the plane of maximum pore133

pressure [Rice, 2006]. Small perturbations away from uniform shearing will be unstable134

and the deformation will collapse to a plane. However, when the friction coefficient is135

rate-strengthening a finite thickness shear zone can exist.136

Current high-velocity friction experiments are unable to separate out the complicated137

temperature and pore fluid effects to provide a friction law as a function of strain rate138

alone at seismic strain rates. Lacking such a friction law we assume the steady state139

friction law140

f(γ̇) = (a− b) sinh−1
[
γ̇

2γ̇o
exp

(
fo

a− b

)]
, (4)

which for (a− b)� fo is asymptotically the same as the well-known logarithmic friction141

law for steady state shearing inferred from low strain rate velocity-stepping experiments142

such as those in Dietrich [1979]. Here γ̇ = ∂u∂y is the strain rate, fo is the friction143

coefficient at a nominal strain rate γ̇o, and (a− b) is the rate-dependent component of144

the friction law. We will only consider rate-strengthening materials where (a− b) > 0,145

since materials with constant or rate-weakening steady state friction will localize to a146

mathematical plane if state evolution effects are neglected.147
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It is important to note that equations (2)-(4) link the pore pressure and strain rate148

profiles within the gouge layer. Locations with high pore pressures will have smaller149

effective stresses, corresponding to a higher strain rate for the rate-strengthening friction150

law assumed in this paper. This makes it crucial to understand how spatial variations151

in pore pressure across the gouge layer develop due to the positive feedback between152

frictional heating and the two thermally driven weakening mechanisms.153

As discussed in Rice et al. [2014], the friction law in equation (4) neglects important154

effects of temperature, mineralogy and state evolution, and is unlikely to accurately de-155

scribe the frictional response of gouge at the seismic slip rates considered here. However,156

it is important to note that the results presented in this paper will be qualitatively the157

same for any rate-strengthening friction law. For a guide on how to reinterpret our results158

for other friction laws we refer the reader to Rice et al. [2014], which showed how effective159

values of fo and (a− b) could be extracted from other friction laws of the form f(γ̇).160

2.3. Conservation of pore fluid mass

Defining m to be the mass of pore fluid per unit reference volume of porous material161

we can write the conservation of pore fluid mass as,162

∂m

∂t
+
∂qf
∂y

=
∂md

∂t
, (5)

where qf is pore fluid flux, and md is the mass of pore fluid released by the thermal163

decomposition reaction per unit reference volume. For a saturated gouge m = nρf where164

ρf is the pore fluid density and n is the pore volume fraction. It follows that165

∂m

∂t
= n

∂ρf
∂t

+ ρf

(
∂nel

∂t
+
∂nin

∂t

)
, (6)
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where we have split the porosity change into an elastic component nel and an inelastic166

component nin. The new derivatives for ρf and the elastic porosity nel can be linked to167

changes in pore pressure and temperature using168

∂ρf
∂t

= ρfβf
∂p

∂t
− ρfλf

∂T

∂t
, (7)

169

∂nel

∂t
= nβn

∂p

∂t
+ nλn

∂T

∂t
, (8)

where T = T (y, t) is the temperature, βn and βf are the pore volume and pore fluid170

compressibilities, and λn and λf are the thermal expansion coefficients for pore volume171

and pore fluid respectively.172

Platt et al. [2014] showed that dilatant effects that depend on strain rate alone are173

expected to have minimal impact on strain localization at seismic depths, although they174

may play an important role at the lower effective stresses used in high-velocity friction175

experiments. Motivated by this we neglect dilatancy and assume that all inelastic porosity176

change is due to the thermal decomposition reaction.177

Denoting the mass of a chemical species x per unit reference volume of fluid saturated178

gouge by mx, and the density of that chemical species by ρx, we can express the rate of179

inelastic porosity change for the decarbonation reaction in equation (1) using the rate of180

volume change for each of the solid phases,181

∂nin

∂t
= − 1

ρCaCO3

∂mCaCO3

∂t
− 1

ρCaO

∂mCaO

∂t
. (9)

Next, using the molar masses Mx for a chemical species x in equation (1), we can tie the182

volume changes to the mass of pore fluid released,183

∂mCaCO3

∂t
= −MCaCO3

MCO2

∂md

∂t
, (10)

184

∂mCaO

∂t
=
MCaO

MCO2

∂md

∂t
. (11)
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Combining equations (9)-(11) we find185

∂nin

∂t
=

(
MCaCO3

ρCaCO3MCO2

− MCaO

ρCO2MCO2

)
∂md

∂t
. (12)

Finally, we relate the pore fluid flux qf to the pore pressure gradient across the fault using186

Darcy’s law,187

qf = −ρfk
ηf

∂p

∂y
, (13)

where k is the intrinsic permeability and ηf is the pore fluid viscosity.188

Combining equations (5)-(8), (12) and (13) and neglecting the dependence of the hy-189

draulic properties on pore pressure, temperature and porosity we arrive at190

∂p

∂t
= Λ

∂T

∂t
+ αhy

∂2p

∂y2
+

1

ρfβ
(1− ρfφ)

∂md

∂t
, (14)

where191

β = n(βf + βn) , Λ =
λf − λn
βf + βn

. (15)

Here β is the storage coefficient and Λ is the ratio of pore pressure change to temperature192

change for thermal pressurization under undrained and adiabatic conditions [Lachenbruch,193

1980]. We define the hydraulic diffusivity194

αhy =
k

ηfβ
(16)

and the inelastic porosity created per unit mass of fluid released195

φ =
1

ρCaCO3

MCaCO3

MCO2

− 1

ρCaO

MCaO

MCO2

. (17)

All three terms on the right hand side of equation (14) have a clear physical interpreta-196

tion. The first represents thermal pressurization of the pore fluid, the second term models197

hydraulic diffusion, and the final term models the pore pressure generated by thermal198

decomposition.199
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Reactant depletion may become important at large slips. To model this we consider the200

total pore fluid mass that can be released by a decomposition reaction per unit volume201

of fluid-saturated gouge, mtot
d . Using this we define the reaction progress ξ as the mass of202

pore fluid released divided by the total mass of pore fluid that could be released in a fully203

completed reaction,204

ξ =
md

mtot
d

. (18)

For this definition ξ = 0 represents virgin material and ξ = 1 indicates full reactant205

depletion. Using this definition we can write the final term in equation (14) as206

1

ρfβ
(1− ρfφ)mtot

d

∂ξ

∂t
. (19)

Note that the total pore fluid mass mtot
d that can be released during decomposition will207

depend on the specific reaction activated as well as the initial reactant mass fraction of208

the gouge. To separate these two effects we write209

1

ρfβ
(1− ρfφ)mtot

d

∂ξ

∂t
= m̄Pr

∂ξ

∂t
, (20)

where we have defined,210

Pr =
1

ρfβ
(1− ρfφ)m100%

d , m̄ =
mtot
d

m100%
d

. (21)

Here m100%
d is the pore fluid mass per reference volume released by a completed reaction211

in a pure material212

m100%
d = ρCaCO3(1− n)

MCO2

MCaCO3

, (22)

and thus Pr is the pore pressure generated by a completed reaction of a pure reactant213

under undrained and isothermal conditions.214
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The final equation modeling the conservation of pore fluid mass is,215

∂p

∂t
= Λ

∂T

∂t
+ αhy

∂2p

∂y2
+ m̄Pr

∂ξ

∂t
. (23)

2.4. Conservation of energy

Assuming that energy is generated by frictional heating in the gouge layer and absorbed216

by the endothermic reaction we can write the conservation of energy as217

∂T

∂t
+
∂qh
∂y

=
τ γ̇

ρc
− ∆H

ρc

∂md

∂t
, (24)

where ρc is the effective heat capacity per unit reference volume, and ∆H is the enthalpy218

change associated with the generation of a unit mass of pore fluid through thermal de-219

composition. We will study endothermic reactions, and thus ∆H > 0. To model the heat220

flux we use Fourier’s law,221

qh = −K∂T

∂y
, (25)

where K is the thermal conductivity, which is assumed to be constant. Equations (24) and222

(25) neglect small additional terms modeling the work done by the normal stress and pore223

pressure, and heat transfer due to fluid flow. These are common assumptions justified224

in Mase and Smith [1985, 1987] for representative fault gouge permeabilities. Combining225

equations (24) and (25) we find226

∂T

∂t
=
τ γ̇

ρc
+ αth

∂2T

∂y2
− ∆H

ρc

∂md

∂t
, (26)

where the thermal diffusivity is defined as227

αth =
K

ρc
. (27)

As in the previous subsection we recast the pore fluid mass released per unit reference228

volume md in terms of the reaction progress ξ by normalizing the total mass of pore fluid229
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released by the total amount that would be released in a completed reaction. Equation230

(26) becomes231

∂T

∂t
=
τ γ̇

ρc
+ αth

∂2T

∂y2
− m̄Er

∂ξ

∂t
, (28)

where232

Er =
∆H

ρc
m100%
d . (29)

The parameter Er is the net temperature change for a completed reaction in a pure233

material under adiabatic and isobaric conditions.234

2.5. Reaction kinetics

Finally we model the reaction kinetics, which control how fast thermal decomposition235

progresses. We assume a first order reaction with an Arrhenius temperature dependence,236

∂md

∂t
=
(
mtot
d −md

)
A exp

(
− Q

RT

)
, (30)

where A is the rate constant for the reaction, Q is the activation energy for the reaction,237

and R is the gas constant. To recast this in terms of the reaction progress ξ we divide238

through by mtot
d to find,239

∂ξ

∂t
= (1− ξ)A exp

(
− Q

RT

)
. (31)

The reaction kinetic has a sensitive dependence on temperature, with higher temperatures240

leading to a more vigorous reaction. For a fixed temperature a lower value of ξ leads to a241

larger reaction rate, and when ξ = 1 the reaction is complete and thus the reaction rate242

is zero.243

The strong temperature dependence of the reaction kinetic allows us to predict when244

each of the dynamic weakening mechanisms will dominate. At low temperatures the245

reaction rate for thermal decomposition will be slow and we expect thermal pressuriza-246
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tion to dominate. As the temperature rises the reaction rate increases and may reach a247

temperature where thermal decomposition dominates. We do not expect to exceed this248

temperature because any increase in temperature will be absorbed by the enthalpy change249

of the endothermic reaction, as can be seen clearly in the numerical simulations of Sulem250

and Famin [2009], Sulem et al. [2009], and Brantut et al. [2010].251

3. Parameter values

The model presented above is rich in parameters. In this section we will choose typical252

values for these parameters and discuss how well constrained each parameter is. In Ap-253

pendix A we nondimensionalize the model from the previous section, showing that there254

are eight dimensionless parameters, each with a clear physical meaning.255

The hydraulic parameters are highly variable and depend on pore pressure, temperature,256

and the amount of damage the surrounding material has sustained. We use the path-257

averaged parameters modeling a damaged material from Rempel and Rice [2006], which258

are based on Tables 1-3 in Rice [2006] and the procedures in Rice [2006] to account259

for variations in the hydraulic properties due to damage as well as pore pressure and260

temperature changes. This parameter set models a depth of 7 km, which is a typical261

centroidal depth for rupture zones of crustal earthquakes. The hydraulic diffusivity is262

chosen to be 6.71 mm2/s, the storage capacity to be β = 2.97 × 10−10 /Pa, and Λ = 0.3263

MPa/K. A detailed discussion of the assumptions and laboratory measurements used to264

develop these parameters can be found in Rice [2006] and Rempel and Rice [2006].265

Compared to the hydraulic parameters, the thermal parameters αth and ρc are relatively266

well constrained. Following our choice of the path-averaged parameter set modeling a267

damaged material taken from Rempel and Rice [2006], we choose the effective heat capacity268
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per unit reference volume to be ρc = 2.7 MPa/K, and the thermal diffusivity to be269

αth = 0.54 mm2/s. Both of these fall in the typical range of values quoted in Rice [2006].270

The frictional parameters are as variable as the hydraulic parameters. The friction271

law assumed here – given in equation (4) – is motivated by steady state friction values272

from low strain rate experiments [Dietrich, 1979], and the applicability to the rapid shear273

considered here is unclear. However, the analysis provided below is qualitatively similar274

for any rate-strengthening friction law and Rice et al. [2014] shows how effective values275

of fo and (a − b) could be inferred from a general friction law f = f(γ̇). Understanding276

these limitations we choose fo = 0.6 and a− b = 0.025, both in the observed range for low277

strain rate experiments on granite under hydrothermal conditions [Blanpied et al., 1998],278

though a wide range of other choices for fo and (a− b) could be justified.279

The numerical calculations in this paper are performed for calcite decarbonation and280

lizardite dehydration reactions, and our results are discussed for two other reactions in281

section 6. We will first discuss the parameters associated with the decarbonation reaction282

given in equation (1) closely following Sulem and Famin [2009]. Dollimore et al. [1996]283

reported values of Q = 319 kJ/mol, and A = 2.95 × 1015 s−1 for the decarbonation of284

calcite mixed with silica. These kinetic parameters neglect any dependence of reaction rate285

on the partial pressure of carbon dioxide, but more accurate models could be constructed286

to account for this. The sign of this effect can be understood using Le Chatelier’s principle287

and, for a fixed temperature and reactant mass, as the partial pressure of carbon dioxide288

increases the reaction rate will decrease. For the isobaric mode the enthalpy change of289

the reaction is equal to the activation energy [L’vov , 2002]. Thus, using the molar mass290

of carbon dioxide, MCO2 = 44 g/mol, we find ∆H = 7.25 MJ/kg. The value of φ can be291
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calculated using the parameter values from Sulem et al. [2009], leading to φ = 0.46×10−3292

m3/kg. Using the molecular weights and density from Sulem et al. [2009] and the path-293

averaged porosity n = 0.043 from Rempel and Rice [2006] we find m100%
d = 1140 kg/m3.294

Choosing the fluid density is hard for decarbonation reactions in a water-saturated295

gouge since the in-situ pore fluid is different from the fluid released by the decomposition296

reaction. We assume that the appropriate density is that of supercritical carbon dioxide297

and calculate this using the equation of state in Saxena and Fei [1987]. To determine the298

conditions at which to evaluate this equation of state, we must estimate the conditions299

at which thermal decomposition operates. We assume that thermal decomposition begins300

at a pore pressure of p = pa + 0.5(σn − pa), where pa is the ambient pore pressure. This301

is intended to crudely model a gouge that has already experienced significant dynamic302

weakening due to thermal pressurization before the reaction is triggered. To estimate303

the temperature Tr at which thermal decomposition operates we assume that all of the304

frictional heating is absorbed by the endothermic reaction and reactant depletion is neg-305

ligible. These assumptions are consistent with the results in Sulem and Famin [2009] and306

lead to307

Tr =
Q

R log(m̄ρcErA/τγ̇)
. (32)

To evaluate Tr we use m̄ = 0.5 and a heating rate τ γ̇ = 378 MPa/ms, which corresponds308

to the shear stress τ = fo(σn − pa)/2 and the strain rate implied by a slip rate of 1 m/s309

accommodated across a zone one hundred microns wide. These choices lead to Tr = 960◦C,310

ρf = 418 kg/m3, Er = 3.06× 103 ◦C, and Pr = 7.42 GPa for calcite decarbonation. Note311

that the value of Er is used to predict Tr, which is then used to determine our value of312

Pr.313
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Next we discuss the dehydration of lizardite into talc, olivine and water:314

5Mg3Si2O5(OH)4 → Mg3Si4O10(OH)2 + 6Mg2SiO4 + 9H2O. (33)

Llana-Fúnez et al. [2007] provide a range of kinetic parameters associated with the dehy-315

dration of intact blocks or powders of lizardite. Here we use a rate constant A = 6.40×1017
316

s−1 and an activation energy Q = 328 kJ/mol, which correspond to the dehydration ki-317

netics of a mixture of lizardite and brucite (originally reported in Wegner and Ernst318

[1983]). The reaction enthalpy is calculated using the thermodynamic software Geotab319

from Berman [1991], which yields ∆H = 2.56 MJ/kg. From the stoichiometry of the320

reaction and the densities of the reactants and products we calculate the solid volume321

change φ = 0.88 × 10−3 m3/kg and the total mass of water released by the reaction322

m100%
d = 240 kg/m3. Finally, we use a procedure similar to that outlined above to deter-323

mine the density of water of 267 kg/m3 at the reaction temperature. For the dehydration324

of lizardite we find Er = 275◦C and Pr = 2.80 GPa.325

Aside from the decarbonation of calcite and the dehydration of lizardite, a wide variety326

of other thermal decomposition reactions can be triggered during earthquake slip. Po-327

tential candidates include carbonates such as dolomite, magnesite and siderite, as well as328

hydrous minerals such as gypsum and phyllosilicates (e.g., clays, serpentines, talc). Our329

model requires a number of reaction parameters that are rarely available in a consistent330

set in the published literature. The full set of reaction parameters could be obtained331

for the dehydration reactions of illite-muscovite mixtures and talc. The dehydration of332

illite-muscovite was studied experimentally by Hirono and Tanikawa [2011], who provide333

all the relevant parameters needed for our model. In the case of talc dehydration, we used334
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the kinetics reported by Bose and Ganguly [1994], and determined the enthalpy change335

using Geotab [Berman, 1991].336

The hydraulic, frictional and thermal parameter values are summarized in Table 1 and337

the parameters for the four thermal decomposition reactions are summarized in Table 2.338

4. Linear stability analysis

In this section we predict the localized zone thickness using a linear stability analysis.339

To make progress analytically we linearize the reaction kinetic about ξ = 0 and a current340

fault temperature T = Tf , leading to341

∂ξ

∂t
≈ β1[1 + β2(T − Tf )], (34)

where342

β1 = A exp

(
− Q

RTf

)
, β2 =

Q

RT 2
f

. (35)

Given that the Arrhenius factor has a strong dependence on temperature, such a lineariza-343

tion will have a very limited range of validity. However, performing the linear stability344

analysis with the linearized reaction kinetic above is equivalent to performing the linear345

stability analysis with the Arrhenius reaction kinetic and then freezing the coefficients346

in the resulting time-dependent linear system. This means that the linearized reaction347

kinetic is valid provided that perturbations in temperature are small, which is expected348

to be true at the onset localization. Thus, despite the rather crude approximation made349

when linearizing a highly nonlinear function, we will find that the linearized analysis does350

convey some key qualitative features observed in the more precise nonlinear solutions351

presented later in this paper.352
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Inserting the linearized reaction kinetic into equations (23) and (28) we arrive at,353

∂T

∂t
=
τ γ̇

ρc
+ αth

∂2T

∂y2
− m̄Erβ1 [1 + β2(T − Tf )] (36)

354

∂p

∂t
= Λ

∂T

∂t
+ αhy

∂2p

∂y2
+ m̄Prβ1 [1 + β2(T − Tf )] . (37)

As in Rice et al. [2014] we now perturb about the solution for uniform shearing, where355

the uniform shear solution is denoted by a subscript 0. This is done by setting,356

τ(y, t) = foσ̄0(t) + τ1(y, t) (38a)

γ̇(y, t) = γ̇o + γ̇1(y, t) (38b)

p(y, t) = p0(t) + p1(y, t) (38c)

T (y, t) = T0(t) + T1(y, t) (38d)

where σ̄0(t) = σn − p0(t) is the effective stress for uniform shear and we have assumed357

that γ̇0 is equal to the nominal strain rate γ̇o. Somewhat surprisingly we do not need to358

solve for the uniform solution since it does not enter into the final linearized system for359

perturbations in p and T .360

Substituting (38) into the model and linearizing we find that,361

∂τ1
∂y

= 0 , τ1 = (σn − p0)
(a− b)
γ̇o

γ̇1 − fop1 (39a)

∂T1
∂t

=
foσ̄0(t)γ̇1 + γ̇oτ1

ρc
+ αth

∂2T1
∂y2

− m̄Erβ1β2T1, (39b)

∂p1
∂t

= Λ
∂T1
∂t

+ αhy
∂2p1
∂y2

+ m̄Prβ1β2T1. (39c)

Next we assume that the perturbation is proportional to a Fourier mode with a wavelength362

λ,363

{p1, T1, γ̇1} = <
[
{p1, T1, γ̇1} (t) exp

(
2πiy

λ

)]
. (40)
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This simplifies equations (39) to,364

σ̄0(t)
(a− b)
γ̇o

γ̇1 − fop1 = 0, (41a)

dT1
dt

=
foσ̄0(t)

ρc
γ̇1 −

4π2αth
λ2

T1 − m̄Erβ1β2T1, (41b)

dp1
dt

= Λ
dT1
dt
− 4π2αhy

λ2
p1 + m̄Prβ1β2T1. (41c)

Eliminating the only time dependent term in the system, σ̄0(t), we arrive at a linear365

system with constant coefficients,366

dT1
dt

=
f 2
o γ̇o

(a− b)ρc
p1 −

4π2αth
λ2

T1 − m̄Erβ1β2T1, (42a)

dp1
dt

= Λ
dT1
dt
− 4π2αhy

λ2
p1 + m̄Prβ1β2T1. (42b)

Equations (42) can be solved by assuming pore pressure and temperature perturbations367

of the form368 {
T1(t)
p1(t)

}
=

{
T1(0)
p1(0)

}
exp(st). (43)

A non-trivial solution to the linear system exists only when369 (
s+

4π2αth
λ2

+ m̄Erβ1β2

)(
s+

4π2αhy
λ2

)
=

f 2
o γ̇o

(a− b)ρc
(Λs+ m̄Prβ1β2) . (44)

Equation (44) determines the growth rate s of a perturbation with a given wavelength λ,370

allowing us to determine the stability of the uniform shear. Whenever the real part of s is371

positive the perturbations will grow unstably, and whenever the real part of s is negative372

the perturbation will decay. The critical wavelength that separates growing and decaying373

perturbations in p and T , which we call λpT following the notation in Rice et al. [2014],374

occurs when the real part of s is zero. This critical wavelength will be used to predict a375

localized zone thickness.376

We can identify two physically instructive limits from equation (44), one for low tem-377

peratures where thermal decomposition is negligible, and the other for high temperatures378
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where the thermal decomposition dominates thermal pressurization. To study the low379

temperature (LT) limit we set β1 = 0, corresponding to a reaction rate so slow that ther-380

mal decomposition can be neglected. We recover the system of equations analyzed in Rice381

et al. [2014] and the critical wavelength for perturbations in p and T is given by382

λLTpT = 2π

√
αth + αhy

Λ

(a− b)ρc
f 2
o γ̇o

. (45)

This critical wavelength is set by a balance between frictional rate-strengthening, thermal383

pressurization, and hydrothermal diffusion.384

Next we study the high temperature (HT) limit, where thermal decomposition domi-385

nates thermal pressurization. Numerical solutions of (44) show that when the real part386

of s is zero the imaginary component of s is also zero. This allows us to find a closed387

form solution for λpT by setting s = 0 and neglecting the thermal diffusion term, which388

is equivalent to assuming that at high temperatures the endothermic reaction eliminates389

temperature gradients much faster than thermal diffusion. Equation (44) then becomes390

m̄Erβ1β2
4π2αhy
λ2

=
f 2
o γ̇o

(a− b)ρc
m̄Prβ1β2, (46)

which can be solved to find391

λHTpT = 2π

√
αhyEr
Pr

(a− b)ρc
f 2
o γ̇o

. (47)

Interestingly the critical wavelength is independent of any reaction kinetic parameters (i.e.392

A and Q), and the reactant mass fraction. The reaction controls the localized zone width393

through the parameters Er and Pr. We see that the endothermic nature of the reaction394

acts to widen the localized zone, while the pore pressure generated by the reaction acts395

to thin the localized zone.396
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Next we test the above predictions by finding the critical wavelength λpT numerically397

for a wide range of values of Ta. Figure 2 shows how the critical wavelength varies for398

calcite and lizardite using the parameters in Tables 1 and 2, a reactant mass fraction399

m̄ = 0.5, and a strain rate γ̇o = 10, 000 s−1, which is equivalent to a slip rate of 1 m/s400

accommodated across a zone 100 µm wide. For comparison we show the low and high401

temperature limits λLTpT and λHTpT for both materials using horizontal dotted lines. We see402

that the numerically calculated critical wavelength agrees with the appropriate limit for403

extreme values of Tf , and in the intermediate region we see a smooth transition between404

one critical wavelength and the other.405

Finally, to determine where we expect typical temperatures during thermal decompo-406

sition to lie with respect to the high and low temperature limits we plot the reaction407

temperature Tr estimated in equation (32) for both materials using vertical dashed lines.408

We see that Tr lies in the intermediate temperature regime, and thus the simple formula in409

equation (47) may not be a good prediction for the localized zone thickness when thermal410

decomposition is active.411

4.1. Predicting a localized zone thickness

It is important to note that the critical wavelengths λLTpT and λHTpT depend on the strain412

rate γ̇o. Following the procedure in Rice et al. [2014] we now eliminate γ̇o from the two413

critical wavelengths to find the linear stability analysis (LSA) prediction for the localized414

zone thickness WLSA as a function of the gouge properties and the slip rate V . We set415

WLSA =
λpT
2

, γ̇o =
V

WLSA

. (48)
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For the high temperature limit this leads to the formula416

WHT = π2αhyEr
Pr

(a− b)ρc
f 2
oV

, (49)

and in the low temperature limit we find417

WLT = π2αth + αhy
Λ

(a− b)ρc
f 2
oV

. (50)

As shown in Rice et al. [2014], the linear stability analysis presented in this section418

can be specialized for a gouge layer of thickness h sheared between rigid, impermeable419

and thermally insulating blocks moving relative to each other with a slip rate V. In420

this case the width WLSA corresponds to the widest possible gouge layer that can be421

sheared uniformly. These boundary conditions are different from the geometry used in422

the numerical simulations, but we will show that the linear stability analysis is still able423

to predict important features seen in the numerical simulations. It should also be noted424

that to predict the localized zone thickness we have used the critical half-wavelength425

separating growing and decaying perturbations in pore pressure and temperature, not the426

critical half-wavelength that controls perturbations in strain rate. However, Rice et al.427

[2014] showed that for (a− b)� fo the two wavelengths are almost equivalent, so the use428

of λpT to predict the localized zone thickness is justified.429

As shown in Figure 2, the reaction temperature Tr predicted in equation (32) does not430

fall in the high temperature regime. Motivated by this we now develop a more complicated431

prediction for the localized zone thickness in the intermediate temperature range between432

the high temperature and low temperature limits. As before we set s = 0 in equation433

(44), leading to a quadratic equation for λ2pT434

λ4pT −
4π2αhyEr(a− b)ρc

Prf 2
o γ̇o

λ2pT −
16π4αthαhy(a− b)ρc

f 2
o γ̇om̄Prβ1β2

= 0. (51)
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Using the definitions in equation (48) we turn this quadratic into an equation for the435

localized zone thickness in the intermediate regime Wint,436

W 3
int −

π2αhyEr(a− b)ρc
f 2
oV Pr

W 2
int −

π4αthαhy(a− b)ρc
f 2
oV m̄Prβ1β2

= 0. (52)

As expected, in the high temperature limit (i.e. β1β2 → ∞) the final term in equation437

(52) vanishes and we recover Wint = WHT . In the intermediate temperature regime no438

such simple solution exists, though the cubic can be solved using Cardano’s formula. This439

leads to440

Wint = p+
[
q +

(
q2 − p6

)1/2]1/3
+
[
q −

(
q2 − p6

)1/2]1/3
, (53)

where441

p =
WHT

3
, q =

W 3
HT

27
+
π4αthαhy(a− b)ρc

2f 2
oV m̄Prβ1β2

(54)

This formula is more cumbersome than that given in equation (49) but in the next section442

we will show that it provides predictions that agree more closely with the results of443

numerical simulations. However, the more accurate prediction comes at a price and we444

now must know the kinetic parameters A and Q as well as an estimate of the current fault445

temperature Tf . Equations (49) and (53) are the key results of this study and provide a446

framework to understand the different physical balances that control the localized zone447

thickness when thermal decomposition is active.448

5. Shear of a finite width layer

In this section we solve numerically for a gouge layer with a finite width h sheared449

between two undeforming thermo-poroelastic half-spaces that conduct heat and pore fluid450

moving relative to each other with a slip rate V , the same geometry assumed in Platt et451

al. [2014]. A sketch of this geometry is shown in Figure 1. At each time step the pore452
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pressure and temperature are updated using equations (23), (28) and (31). To update the453

shear stress we require one additional condition. As in Platt et al. [2014] we use454 ∫ h/2

−h/2
γ̇(y, t)dy = V, (55)

which forces the total straining within the gouge layer to equal the total slip rate V455

accommodated across the gouge layer.456

The initial conditions are set to the ambient conditions p = pa and T = Ta, and457

a uniform strain rate γ̇ = γ̇o throughout the gouge layer. To be consistent with the458

parameters in Rempel and Rice [2006], which are intended to model a depth of 7 km, we459

choose pa = 70 MPa and Ta = 210◦C. This is equivalent to an assumed geotherm of 30460

◦C/km and a hydrostatic pore pressure gradient of 18 MPa/km.461

Note that the geometry used in the numerical simulations is different from the im-462

permeable and thermally insulating boundary conditions assumed in the linear stability463

analysis. However, as shown in Platt et al. [2014], this is not expected to matter when464

deformation localizes to a zone much narrower than the gouge layer thickness because the465

physical balances that control strain rate localization in our simulations will be exactly466

the same as in the linear stability analysis. Furthermore, hydrothermal diffusion from467

the gouge layer into the adjacent half-spaces introduces small variations away from the468

initially uniform pore pressure and temperature profiles, with the largest pore pressures469

and temperatures near the center of the gouge layer. Strain rate localization naturally470

develops from this initial perturbation, which has a wavelength comparable to the gouge471

layer thickness, and thus we do not need to seed our calculations with a small initial472

perturbation away from uniform straining.473
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During the initial stages of deformation the reaction rate is slow, making thermal de-474

composition negligible. For certain gouge properties the maximum temperature within475

the gouge layer may eventually become large enough to trigger thermal decomposition.476

Throughout this section we will focus on this transition from thermal pressurization to477

thermal decomposition and the behavior of the system after thermal decomposition is trig-478

gered. The behavior before thermal decomposition is triggered, where dynamic weakening479

occurs due to thermal pressurization alone, was analyzed in Platt et al. [2014].480

A simple test to determine if thermal decomposition will be triggered in our simula-481

tions is to compare the maximum temperature rise for a gouge layer undergoing thermal482

pressurization alone483

T TPmax = Ta +
σn − pa

Λ

(
1 +

√
αhy
αth

)
, (56)

with the temperature predicted by equation (32). If the two temperatures are comparable484

or the prediction from equation (56) is larger than the value from equation (32), then it485

is likely that thermal decomposition will be triggered. All simulations reported here were486

designed to trigger thermal decomposition, though we performed other simulations with487

a larger value of Λ and found that thermal decomposition was rarely triggered.488

We will begin by discussing how thermal decomposition drives strain localization during489

seismic shear, move on to show how thermal diffusion and the endothermic reaction limit490

the peak temperature, and end by illustrating how the onset of thermal decomposition491

leads to a sudden strength drop.492

5.1. Localized zone thickness

In this subsection we will study how the localized zone thickness evolves when thermal493

decomposition is triggered. Following Platt et al. [2014] we define the maximum strain494
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rate within the gouge layer to be495

γ̇max(t) = max
y

[γ̇(y, t)] . (57)

Because the total straining in the layer is fixed by the slip rate V (see equation (55)),496

γ̇max can be used as a proxy for the localized zone thickness, with a larger value of γ̇max497

indicating a thinner localized zone.498

Figure 3 shows how γ̇max evolves for the thermal decomposition of calcite and lizardite.499

This plot was generated using the parameters in Tables 1 and 2, a gouge layer thickness500

h = 1 mm, a slip rate V = 1 m/s, and a reactant mass fraction m̄ = 0.5. For comparison501

the solution from Platt et al. [2014] that neglects thermal decomposition and models502

thermal pressurization alone (i.e. Er = Pr = 0) is shown by the black dashed curve.503

As expected our results initially match the calculation for thermal pressurization alone,504

corresponding to the initial stages of deformation when the reaction progresses so slowly505

it can be neglected. When thermal decomposition is triggered we see that γ̇max rises to506

a new peak before decaying. We find that throughout the simulation the shape of the507

strain rate profile is well described by a Gaussian function, in agreement with the results508

of Platt et al. [2014] for thermal pressurization alone.509

We use the Gaussian shape of γ̇ and the peak strain rate after thermal decomposition510

is triggered γ̇TDpeak to estimate the localized zone thickness W in the numerical simulations,511

assuming thatW is equal to twice the root mean square width of the Gaussian. Integrating512

condition (55) assuming the Gaussian shaped strain rate profile513

γ̇gau. = γ̇TDpeak exp

(
−2y2

W 2

)
(58)
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and that the localized zone thickness is much less than h we find that514

W =

√
2

π

V

γ̇TDpeak
. (59)

If the localized zone thickness is comparable to the gouge layer thickness then equation515

(59) is not valid, though a more complicated formula can be found that depends on h, V516

and γ̇TDpeak.517

Figure 4 shows a plot of the strain rate profile at peak localization for the simulation518

modeling the decarbonation calcite shown in Figure 3 alongside the Gaussian function519

given in equation (58). The solid black line indicates where the localized zone thickness520

is measured when we assume that W is equal to twice the root mean square width of the521

Gaussian. We see that twice the root mean square width may not be the best measure of522

the localized zone thickness, and if we integrate equation (58) we find that only ∼ 68%523

of the deformation occurs between y = −W/2 and y = +W/2. A better estimate of the524

deforming zone thickness may be 2W , and this region of the Gaussian accommodates525

∼ 95% of the total straining.526

Next we investigate how the localized zone thickness depends on the gouge layer thick-527

ness and ambient fault temperature. Figure 5 shows W as a function of the gouge layer528

thickness h for the parameters in Tables 1 and 2, a reactant mass fraction m̄ = 0.5, and529

a slip rate V = 1 m/s. We see that the localized zone thickness does not change much530

as h changes from 100 µm to 1750 µm, replicating the behavior observed in Platt et al.531

[2014] for pressurization alone. This weak dependence of W on the gouge layer thickness532

suggests that the localized zone thickness is controlled by the gouge properties and not533

the initial width of the deforming zone. The small increase in W observed for the smallest534

values of h is thought to be due to the localized zone thickness becoming comparable535
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to the gouge layer thickness. Figure 5 also shows the dependence of W on the ambient536

temperature Ta. We observe that the localized zone thickness does not vary dramatically537

as the ambient temperature varies from 150 ◦C to 420 ◦C, which is to be expected because538

this range of ambient temperatures is much lower than the temperature at which thermal539

decomposition operates.540

Having shown that the localized zone thickness when thermal decomposition is active541

depends weakly on the initial conditions, we now study how W varies with the material542

properties of the gouge. This parameter sweep, shown by the solid curves in Figure 6,543

covers all the dimensionless parameters in the model except for TI (see Appendix A),544

which was studied in Figure 5. In each plot one parameter is varied while the remaining545

parameters are fixed to the values in Tables 1 and 2, a reactant mass fraction m̄ = 0.5, a546

slip rate V = 1 m/s, and a gouge layer thickness h = 0.5 mm.547

We compare the localized zone thicknesses observed in numerical simulations with the548

linear stability predictions from Section 4. First we use the high temperature limit from549

the linear stability analysis, given in equation (49) and shown by the finely dashed curves550

in Figure 6. We see that the predictions from the high temperature limit of the linear551

stability analysis are in qualitative agreement with the localized zone thickness predicted552

by the numerical simulations, with curves representing the analytic prediction and nu-553

merical simulations having roughly similar shapes. However, the quantitative agreement554

between the two is often quite poor, with equation (49) consistently predicting localized555

zone thicknesses that are a factor of ∼ 2− 3 smaller than those observed in the numerical556

simulations. This can be understood by looking at Figure 2, which shows that the en-557
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dothermic reaction caps the maximum temperature at a value that is less than the lower558

bound of the high temperature regime, and thus the WHT is not a good approximation.559

Next we fit our simulations using the formula560

W = 0.55

(
p+

[
q +

(
q2 − p6

)1/2]1/3
+
[
q −

(
q2 − p6

)1/2]1/3)
, (60)

where561

p =
π2αhyEr(a− b)ρc
3f 2

oV (Pr − ΛEr)
, q = p3 +

π4αthαhy(a− b)ρc
2f 2

oV m̄ (Pr − ΛEr) β1β2
(61)

and β1 and β2 are given in equation (35). This is based on the linear stability prediction562

for the intermediate temperature regime (given in equation (53)) with the pore pressure563

generated Pr replaced by (Pr − ΛEr). This change is made because setting s = 0 in564

the linear stability analysis removes the effects of thermal pressurization, but inserting565

equation (28) into equation (23) we see that when the thermal pressurization is accounted566

for the total pore pressure rise in a completed reaction is Pr − ΛEr. For all parameters567

used in this paper Pr > ΛEr and the reaction acts as a pore pressure source.568

To evaluate the formula in equation (60) we must assume a current fault temperature569

Tf . In Figure 6 this is done in two ways. First we use the peak temperature from the570

numerical simulations, shown by the coarsely dashed curves. In addition we use the571

prediction Tr from equation (32), shown by the lines with alternating short and long572

dashes, assuming τ γ̇ = 252 MPa/ms. This power density is equivalent to an effective573

stress equal to half of the ambient effective stress, a friction coefficient of 0.6, and a574

slip rate of 1 m/s accommodated across a deforming zone 150 µm wide. This value575

of τ γ̇ highlights the extreme frictional heating rates produced during seismic slip that576

make thermal pressurization and thermal decomposition such effective dynamic weakening577

mechanisms.578
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We see that the more general formula given in equation (60) provides a much better579

quantitative fit to the numerical simulations than the simple high temperature asymptote580

WHT . Using a single fitting parameter (the numerical factor of 0.55 in equation (60)) we581

get good agreement with a parameter sweep over seven dimensionless parameters for both582

calcite and lizardite. The best fit is obtained when we set Tf to be the peak temperature583

from the simulations, though using the temperature predicted by equation (32) often still584

gives reasonable agreement.585

As shown in Figure 3, γ̇TDpeak is not achieved instantly when thermal decomposition is586

triggered. Instead γ̇max increases smoothly from the value predicted for thermal pressur-587

ization alone to the new peak value over a finite time. To quantify the time taken for588

localization to occur after decomposition is triggered we define ∆tγ̇ to be the time between589

the local minimum in γ̇max and the second maximum γ̇TDpeak. These points are shown by a590

black plus and a black cross in Figure 3. Studying how ∆tγ̇ varies in the parameter sweeps591

that led to Figure 6 we find that ∆tγ̇ increases as the localized zone thickness decreases.592

This means that more intense localization develops faster than less intense localization.593

Finally we study the decay from the peak strain rate shown in Figure 3. The simula-594

tions leading to Figure 6 show that larger values of γ̇TDpeak, and thus smaller values of W ,595

correspond to more rapid decay after the peak strain rate, where we have used the peak596

value of −γ̈ to measure the speed of decay. This can be seen in Figure 3, which shows597

that γ̇max decays more rapidly for lizardite than calcite. Decay from the peak strain rate598

indicates that the localized zone thickens with increasing shear. Thickening of the local-599

ized zone makes it hard to describe the localized zone throughout a seismic event using a600

single width, and also means that materials that have different localized zone thicknesses601
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immediately after decomposition is triggered could have very similar thicknesses during602

the later stages of shear. This can be seen near the end of the simulations in Figure 3603

where calcite and lizardite have similar values of γ̇max.604

5.2. Limiting of peak temperature

Next we look at the temperature evolution in the gouge layer. To do this we define the605

maximum temperature to be606

Tmax(t) = max
y

[T (y, t)] . (62)

Figure 7 shows the evolution of Tmax for the same parameters used to generate the results607

shown in Figure 3. For comparison we also include the solution from Platt et al. [2014] for608

thermal pressurization alone, which is shown by the dashed black line in Figure 7. We see609

that the onset of thermal decomposition initially causes the maximum temperature rise to610

increase faster than for thermal pressurization alone, a surprising result for an endothermic611

reaction. This is due to the additional strain rate localization that accompanies the onset612

of the reaction, focussing frictional heating into a narrower zone. However, the reaction613

kinetic and thermal diffusion quickly catch up, leading to a peak in Tmax followed by614

a gradual decay. This limiting of the temperature is qualitatively similar to the results615

in Sulem and Famin [2009] and Brantut et al. [2010] for a uniformly sheared layer with616

a thickness between 1 mm and 10 mm, though our peak temperature is higher because617

straining is more localized in our model, and thus frictional heating is more intense.618

To quantitatively study the maximum temperature rise when thermal decomposition is619

triggered we define the peak temperature as620

Tpeak = max
t,y

[T (y, t)] . (63)
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Using the parameter sweeps from Figure 6 we plot the dependence of Tpeak on A range621

of parameters, as shown in Figure 8. Alongside the numerical simulations we plot the622

predictions from equation (32) evaluated with τ γ̇ = 252 MPa/ms. We see an overall good623

agreement between the numerical simulations and equation (32). The maximum difference624

between the two temperatures is typically around 50 ◦C, though larger discrepancies are625

seen for the smallest values of Er and A.626

To understand the differences between the numerical results and equation (32) we study627

the magnitude of the three terms on the right hand side of equation (28)628

τ γ̇

ρc
, αth

∂2T

∂y2
, −m̄Er

∂ξ

∂t
. (64)

The first term models frictional heating, the second term models thermal diffusion, and the629

final term models the endothermic reaction. At the peak temperature the time derivative630

of T is zero so these three terms must sum to zero. Physically this means that at the631

peak temperature the frictional heating is exactly balanced by thermal diffusion and the632

endothermic reaction.633

Figure 9 shows how these three terms vary with Er and αth for the simulations modeling634

the decarbonation of calcite shown in Figure 8, alongside the heating rate corresponding635

to τ γ̇ = 252 MPa/ms that was inserted into equation (32) to fit the simulations shown636

in Figure 8. We observe that for all the simulations shown here thermal diffusion is more637

important than the endothermic reaction. Other parameter sweeps show that in almost638

all simulations thermal diffusion is a factor of 2− 3 larger than the reaction, and thus we639

conclude that thermal diffusion is more important than thermal decomposition in limiting640

the maximum temperature. This large contribution from thermal diffusion explains why641

the value of τ γ̇ that agrees with the numerical simulations is considerably smaller than642
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the values of τ γ̇ observed in the simulations. Micron scale localization makes thermal643

diffusion efficient and the endothermic reaction only needs to offset a percentage of the644

frictional heating. However, we emphasize that it may not be appropriate to extrapolate645

this conclusion to other parameter values where the localized zone thickness is much wider646

than the few tens of microns we observe because the efficiency of thermal diffusion drops647

rapidly as the localized zone thickness increases, and the endothermic reaction may need648

to offset all of the frictional heating.649

Studying the dependence of the three terms shown in Figure 9 on other parameters650

allows us to find two general trends that may explain the deviations between (32) and the651

numerical results. First, for all parameters we see that the magnitude of the frictional652

heating and thermal diffusion terms increase as the localized zone thickness decreases.653

These increases largely offset and we see a modest positive correlation between peak654

temperature and localized zone thickness, indicating that thermal diffusion is decreasing655

slightly faster than frictional heating as W increases. This can be seen in the subplots656

of Figure 8 showing the dependence on (a − b), αhy, and Pr. Second, any parameter657

change that causes thermal decomposition to be triggered earlier during shear tends to658

increase the peak temperature above that predicted by equation (32). This trend can659

be understood by noting that if thermal decomposition is activated earlier then thermal660

pressurization will contribute less dynamic weakening and thus frictional heating will be661

more vigorous when the peak temperature is achieved, which equation (32) suggests should662

lead to a larger peak temperature. This trend can be observed in the subplots of Figure 8663

showing the dependence on A and Q, where we see that equation (32) underpredicts the664

numerically observed value at high A and overpredicts at low A.665
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Following the peak temperature we see a gradual decrease in the maximum temperature,666

coinciding with the thickening of the localized zone described in the previous subsection.667

During this gradual cooling the magnitude of all three terms in equation (28) fall. This668

is to be expected since frictional heating and thermal diffusion are largely controlled by669

the width of the deforming zone, and the reaction rate is controlled by the maximum670

temperature. The ratio of the reaction term to thermal diffusion and the ratio of the671

reaction term to frictional heating both decay with increasing slip, so as expected thermal672

decomposition becomes less important as the maximum temperature decays. In a few673

simulations we observed a gradually increasing temperature after thermal decomposition674

was triggered, instead of the gradually decreasing temperature seen in Figure 7, with this675

being particularly common for lizardite.676

5.3. Strength drop due to thermal decomposition

In this subsection we study how the onset of thermal decomposition alters the shear677

strength evolution of the gouge layer. Figure 10 shows the shear strength evolution for678

calcite and lizardite for the same parameters as those used in Figures 3 and 7. We see that679

the onset of thermal decomposition leads to a rapid acceleration in dynamic weakening,680

followed by a return to more gradual weakening.681

Platt et al. [2014] showed that for thermal pressurization alone the strength evolution682

after localization is in good agreement with the Mase-Smith-Rice slip on a plane solution683

[Mase and Smith, 1985, 1987; Rice, 2006]. The shear strength evolution after thermal684

decomposition is triggered obviously does not agree with the slip on a plane solution,685

but the weakening rate −dτ/dt is found to be in reasonable agreement with the slip on686

a plane solution. Figure 11 shows the weakening rate for calcite and lizardite alongside687
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the weakening rate for the slip on a plane solution. We clearly see a large increase688

in the weakening rate at the onset of thermal decomposition, but at later times the689

weakening rate is comparable to that predicted by the slip on a plane solution. Because690

the weakening rate returns to a value comparable to the value for the slip on a plane691

solution, weakening due to thermal decomposition can be crudely described as a discrete692

strength drop coinciding with the onset of the reaction.693

Next we quantify how this strength drop depends on the gouge properties. To do this694

we first define the strength before thermal decomposition to be the stress at the local695

minima in the weakening rate associated with the onset of decomposition. Next we define696

the time at which thermal decomposition stops being important as the moment at which697

the separation between the weakening rate and the slip on a plane solution is the same698

as it was before thermal decomposition was triggered. The strength after thermal decom-699

position is defined as the strength at the time when thermal decomposition stops being700

important. These two values are used to define the strength drop associated with thermal701

decomposition ∆τ , and this strength drop is equivalent to integrating across the large702

peak in the weakening rate associated with thermal decomposition seen in Figure 11. For703

clarity we use plus signs to indicate the strength before and after thermal decomposition704

in the lizardite simulation shown in Figure 10 and use dashed lines to show ∆τ .705

Figure 12 show how the strength drop associated with thermal decomposition varies706

with the parameters in the model. We see that typical strength drops are between 0.2707

and 0.4 of the initial strength τ0, meaning that in these simulations thermal decomposition708

is as important as thermal pressurization in controlling the total co-seismic strength drop709

of the gouge layer. For the parameter sweeps over Er, Pr we see that ∆τ increases as710
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the localized zone thickness after thermal decomposition is triggered decreases, which is711

unsurprising since a more vigorous reaction drives more severe localization. It is hard to712

extend this conclusion to the parameter sweeps over αth, αhy, and (a − b) because these713

parameters also influence the evolution of the system before the reaction is triggered, or714

the parameter sweeps over A and Q since these parameters control the temperature at715

which the reaction is triggered. This may indicate that ∆τ is not the perfect variable716

to measure impact of thermal decomposition, or alternatively that the balance between717

thermal pressurization and thermal decomposition is largely controlled by the amount of718

slip that occurs before the reaction is triggered and not the properties of the reaction719

itself. For each individual parameter sweep we observe that larger strength drops occur720

over shorter times. Finally, we highlight the significant drops in ∆τ observed when for721

low values ofm̄, which we believe are caused by reactant depletion becoming important722

at low initial reactant mass fractions. This conclusion is supported by the fact that the723

drop in ∆τ at low m̄ is more pronounced for lizardite, which has a lower value of Er and724

thus will be more prone to depletion.725

6. Predictions for other common fault materials

In this section we use the results from the previous section to make predictions for the726

peak temperature and localized zone thickness for the four materials listed in Table 2.727

First we predict the maximum temperature during an earthquake – or other rapid slip728

events such as landslides where thermal decomposition might be triggered [Mitchell et729

al., 2015] – using equation (32). We use the parameters from Tables 1 and 2, and a730

heating rate of τ γ̇ = 252 MPa/ms. This leads to the predictions shown in Table 2, and731

we find that the dehydration of talc and the illite/muscovite mixture limits the peak732
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temperature at much higher values than those predicted for the decarbonation of calcite733

and the dehydration of lizardite. Note that these predictions are the temperatures at which734

the endothermic reaction proceeds fast enough to offset all of the frictional heating, and735

it is possible that thermal decomposition may begin to alter the shear strength evolution736

before the temperature reaches Tr and that other physical mechanisms may limit the peak737

temperature rise to a value lower than our predictions for Tr.738

Next we predict the localized zone thickness using the high temperature limit given in739

equation (49). These predictions are shown in Table 2 for the the parameters in Tables 1740

and 2, a reactant mass fraction m̄ = 0.5, and a slip rate V = 1 m/s. The localized zone741

thicknesses predicted for the other dehydration reactions are similar to the predictions for742

lizardite, with values of about a micron.743

Finally we predict the localized zone thickness of the four thermal decomposition reac-744

tions using the formula given in equation (60), which is motivated by the linear stability745

analysis in the intermediate regime and gives the best fit to the numerical simulations.746

To evaluate this formula we use equation (32) to estimate the current temperature of the747

deforming gouge. Using the parameters in Tables 1 and 2, and assuming a reactant mass748

fraction m̄ = 0.5 and a slip rate V = 1 m/s leads to the predictions given in Table 2.749

We observe that these predictions are larger than the predictions from the high temper-750

ature limit WHT , as was observed in the numerical simulations shown in Section 5. For751

all four thermal decomposition reactions we predict that the localized zone thickness is752

approximately ten microns wide.753

7. Discussion

7.1. Localized zone thickness during seismic shear
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In this manuscript we showed how the localized zone thickness is expected to change754

during seismic shear. Thermal decomposition can be neglected during the initial stages of755

deformation and localization is driven by thermal pressurization alone. In this limit the756

localized zone thickness is set by a balance between thermal pressurization, hydrother-757

mal diffusion and frictional rate-strengthening, and for a fixed slip rate the localized zone758

thickness can be predicted using the analysis in Rice et al. [2014] and Platt et al. [2014].759

At high temperatures thermal decomposition provides more weakening than thermal pres-760

surization and we predict that the maximum strain rate in the gouge layer increases to a761

new peak value before decaying, indicating that the onset of thermal decomposition drives762

additional strain rate localization. Our observations agree with the results for strain lo-763

calization driven by thermal pressurization and thermal decomposition in an elastoplastic764

Cosserat material presented in Veveakis et al. [2012], which also showed additional local-765

ization at the onset of thermal decomposition.766

We used a linear stability analysis to quantitatively predict the localized zone thickness767

as a function of the fault temperature. As expected, at low temperatures we recover the768

predictions from Rice et al. [2014], which studied strain localization driven by thermal769

pressurization alone. At high temperatures the localized zone thickness is independent770

of the fault temperature, and the formula for localized zone thickness has a simple form771

that is independent of the reactant mass fraction and the reaction kinetics. The reaction772

controls the localized zone thickness only through the parameters Er and Pr. For fault773

temperatures between the high and low temperature limits we solved for the localized774

zone thickness using Cardano’s formula for the roots of a cubic equation, leading to a775

more complicated formula than the simple solution in the high temperature limit. This776
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formula shows a weak dependence on the reactant mass fraction and reaction kinetics,777

and requires a current fault temperature to be specified.778

We tested our analytic predictions using numerical simulations. Performing a param-779

eter sweep over all relevant dimensionless parameters we found that the more general780

cubic formula makes more accurate predictions than the simpler formula valid in the high781

temperature limit. This is because the endothermic nature of the reaction limits the peak782

fault temperature to a value below the region where the high temperature limit is valid.783

Based on this we conclude that the best predictions for localized zone thickness when784

thermal decomposition is active are given by equation (60). However, this means we must785

know the reaction kinetics and hope that the peak fault temperature is well approximated786

by equation (32), which is only the case if we can estimate how to offset the power density787

τ γ̇ to account for losses by thermal diffusion. When the reaction kinetics are unknown788

a prediction for the localized zone thickness can still be made using the simpler formula789

in equation (49), though this systematically underpredicts the localized zone thickness790

observed in the numerical simulations by up to an order of magnitude.791

The ubiquity of carbonates and hydrated clays in mature faults and the large temper-792

ature rises expected during an earthquake suggest that thermal decomposition is likely793

triggered during the most large earthquakes. This suggests that it may be more appropri-794

ate to compare the predictions from equation (60) with field and laboratory observations795

of micron-scale strain localization than the low temperature limit studied in Rice et al.796

[2014] and Platt et al. [2014]. The localized zone thicknesses predicted in this paper are797

in good agreement with the majority of observations of strain localization, and a detailed798

discussion of these observations can be found in the introduction of Rice et al. [2014].799
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When comparing with field and laboratory observations it may be more appropriate to800

use 2W to estimate the width of the localized zone, since only 68% of the deformation801

occurs between y = −W/2 and y = +W/2.802

Depending on the extent of grain size reduction or amorphization due to comminution803

and thermal decomposition, the thinnest localized zone thicknesses predicted in this paper804

may be comparable to a typical grain size in the gouge layer. This means that for the805

very thinnest localized shear zones the size of individual grains may be an important806

localization limiter. There are several ways to predict a localized zone thickness in this807

limit, as discussed in Rice et al. [2014] and Platt et al. [2014]. One option, which is based808

on a wide body of research on localization in granular systems, is to set the localized zone809

thickness equal to ∼ 10−20d50, where d50 is the grain size such that 50% by weight of the810

particles have larger size. Another option is to extend the model presented in this paper811

to account for the motion of individual grains. This might be done using a higher order812

continua or gradient theory that models the inertia of individual grains, and examples of813

how these models interact with thermal and pore fluid effects can be found in Vardoulakis814

[2002], Sulem et al. [2011], and Veveakis et al. [2012].815

Our model makes many simplifications that may alter our quantitative predictions816

significantly, though we expect the results to be qualitatively unchanged with the lo-817

calized zone thickness set by a balance between thermal decomposition, frictional rate-818

strengthening and diffusion. First we assume that the gouge properties are constant,819

and approximate the expected changes with pore pressure and temperature using the820

path-averaging approach from Rice [2006]. Rempel and Rice [2006] suggested that this821

is a reasonable approximation for most parameters, but that the changes in hydraulic822
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diffusivity accompanying pore pressure changes may be important. Since thermal de-823

composition can elevate pore pressures close to the normal stress, it is possible that the824

hydraulic diffusivity at peak localization is much larger than the value we assumed, lead-825

ing to a localized zone thickness that is much wider than our predictions. As noted in826

Sulem et al. [2009], the solid volume change accompanying thermal decomposition will827

also impact the hydraulic parameters, and we expect this porosity change to increase αhy828

and lower Pr. Both of these changes will act to widen the localized zone. Since limited829

depletion has occurred at the moment when peak localization is achieved we do not expect830

this to alter the peak localized zone thickness, but it may lead to significant widening of831

the localized zone as the reactant is depleted.832

Equation (60) shows that the localized zone thickness depends more sensitively on833

fo than any other parameter in the model. This means that other dynamic weakening834

mechanisms that alter the friction coefficient – such as flash heating and the low friction835

coefficients associated with nanoparticles – may lead to localized zones that are wider than836

our predictions. If we crudely approximate these dynamic weakening effects by assuming837

a lower friction value of fo = 0.2 then we predict that the localized zone thickness will838

increase by almost an order of magnitude.839

Our results also show that, even though the localization is controlled by spatial varia-840

tions in pore pressure generated by the positive feedback between frictional heating and the841

two dynamic weakening mechanisms, the localized zone thickness during thermal decom-842

position is expected to be insensitive to changes in the ambient pore pressure. However,843

the ambient pore pressure will control the temperature rise during thermal pressuriza-844
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tion alone, and thus may control the strain rate and strength evolution by determining if845

thermal decomposition is activated or not.846

One major caveat that must be attached to this work is the assumption of a fixed847

kinematically applied slip rate. In a dynamically propagating rupture we expect the848

slip rate to vary by at least an order of magnitude along the fault, with the largest slip849

rates at the rupture tip. Our formulae for the localized zone thickness suggest that these850

variations in slip rate will lead to significant changes in the localized zone thickness during851

an earthquake. However, Figure 3 shows that localization develops over a finite slip of a852

few millimeters, and thus it is not appropriate to just evaluate equation (60) as a function853

of V in a dynamic rupture simulation. Properly testing the effects of a variable slip rate854

requires a new study that imposes V (t).855

Finally, it is important to note that micron-scale localization also occurs in rotary shear856

experiments performed at slip rates of ∼ 10 µm/s [Yund et al., 1990; Beeler et al., 1996],857

and the model presented here cannot explain these observations. If another mechanism858

drives strain rate localization during nucleation then it may be more appropriate to rein-859

terpret h as the thickness of the deforming zone at the moment thermal pressurization860

and thermal decomposition become important.861

7.2. Limiting of peak temperature

In addition to studying how thermal decomposition drives strain localization, we also862

studied the evolution of the maximum temperature within the gouge layer. This builds on863

previous work by Sulem et al. [2009], Brantut et al. [2010] and Brantut et al. [2011] that864

showed how the endothermic decomposition reaction can limit the maximum temperature865

rise, possibly explaining the frequent lack of pseudotachylytes on mature faults.866
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Figure 7 shows that thermal decomposition is initially unimportant and the maxi-867

mum temperature rise follows the solution for thermal pressurization alone from Platt868

et al. [2014]. When thermal decomposition becomes important the maximum tempera-869

ture within the gouge layer begins to rise faster than for thermal pressurization alone.870

This is a surprising result for an endothermic reaction but can be understood by real-871

izing that the pore pressure generated by the reaction is driving additional localization,872

focussing frictional heating into a narrower zone. Eventually the reaction kinetic becomes873

fast enough to offset the additional heating and we see a peak temperature followed by a874

gradual decay. This gradual decay is due to the strength drop that accompanies the onset875

of decomposition gradually lowering the total frictional heating that the reaction has to876

offset.877

While Sulem et al. [2009] and Brantut et al. [2010] showed that the endothermic reaction878

caps the maximum temperature rise, they did not provide a way to predict how this879

temperature will change with the gouge properties or reaction triggered. In this paper we880

estimated the peak temperature rise by assuming it occurs when the reaction progresses881

fast enough to offset all frictional heating. This highlights that the peak temperature is882

controlled by the kinetics, and is not well estimated by the temperatures from equilibrium883

phase diagrams. Our estimates for the peak temperature were tested using numerical884

simulations. Performing a parameter sweep over all relevant dimensionless parameters we885

showed that our estimate is generally accurate to within ∼ 50 ◦C when we assume a fixed886

frictional heating equal to a 50% strength drop and a localized zone that is 150 µm wide.887

From this we conclude that equation (32) can be used to estimate peak temperatures888

when thermal decomposition is active.889
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These simulations also allowed us to study the role of thermal diffusion in limiting890

the maximum temperature. We find that in general thermal diffusion, which occurs891

rapidly for micron-scale deforming zones, is more important than thermal decomposition892

in limiting the maximum temperature. However this conclusion may not extrapolate to893

other parameter values, and it is possible that for higher values of αhy or lower values of894

fo, both of which lead to wider localized zones, thermal diffusion would be unimportant in895

limiting the peak temperature. Note that the importance of thermal diffusion contradicts896

the assumptions that went into equation (32), and it may be more appropriate to consider897

the endothermic reaction offsetting a percentage of the frictional heating when evaluating898

equation (32). This can be seen in Figure 8, where we found the good agreement between899

equation (32) and the numerical simulations by using a value of τ γ̇ than that observed in900

the numerical simulations.901

It is important to note that our results are based on a large extrapolation in the reaction902

kinetics, and any change in A or Q will alter our results. One important physical process903

that is neglected here is the interaction between the pore fluid pressure and the reaction904

kinetics. We expect any increase in pore pressure to slow the reaction rate, which may905

replace the gradual decay after the peak temperature with a gradual increase.906

Our predictions for talc and the illite/muscovite mixture show that thermal decom-907

position may not always preclude melting. However, it is likely that, on the timescales908

associated with seismic slip, melting is partially controlled by the kinetics, as was shown909

to be the case for thermal decomposition. This means that it may not be sufficient to just910

compare the predictions from equation (32) with a typical equilibrium melting tempera-911

ture, and instead a melting temperature should be estimated by comparing the melting912
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kinetics with a typical seismic slip duration. Quantitative predictions for a wider range913

of materials is made difficult due to the lack of data to constrain the reaction kinetics.914

7.3. Impact on dynamic weakening

Previous work by Sulem et al. [2009] and Brantut et al. [2010] showed that the onset915

of thermal decomposition leads to a rapid pore pressure increase, and thus accelerated916

dynamic weakening. Our final focus in this paper was to study how the magnitude of this917

strength drop is controlled by the gouge properties.918

As with the localized zone thickness and maximum temperature, the shear strength919

evolution initially follows the solution for thermal pressurization alone from Platt et al.920

[2014]. This means that the initial weakening follows the solution for uniform shear under921

undrained and adiabatic conditions from Lachenbruch [1980], and after the first strain rate922

localization driven by thermal pressurization the shear strength follows the Mase-Smith-923

Rice slip on a plane solution [Mase and Smith, 1985, 1987; Rice, 2006]. The onset of924

thermal decomposition is accompanied by an acceleration in dynamic weakening, leading925

to a lower shear strength than the Mase-Smith-Rice slip on a plane solution. While the926

shear strength evolution no longer follows the slip on a plane solution, the weakening rate927

−τ̇ does approach that predicted by the slip on a plane solution at large slips.928

Comparing the weakening rate from our numerical simulations and the slip on a plane929

solution we were able to quantify the strength drop associated with the onset of thermal930

decomposition. Typical strength drops are ∼ 20−40% of the initial fault strength, though931

we see significant variations in the parameter sweep shown in Figure 12. In general larger932

strength drops are associated with more intense localization, and the larger stress drops933

also occur over shorter slips. From this we conclude that the strength drop due to thermal934
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decomposition is comparable to the strength drop from thermal pressurization. Assuming935

that flash heating can be modeled by instantaneously reducing the friction coefficient from936

∼ 0.6 to ∼ 0.2 at the rupture tip, we expect flash heating to account for ∼ 70% of the937

co-seismic strength drop with thermal pressurization and decomposition each accounting938

for ∼ 15% of the strength drop. However, this conclusion relies on a crude model for flash939

heating, and it is unclear how efficient flash heating is when deformation is distributed in940

a gouge material.941

As discussed in section 7.1, it is important to remember that our model assumes a fixed942

kinematically applied slip rate. To truly determine how much of the co-seismic strength943

drop is due to thermal decomposition requires a dynamic rupture code that couples the944

strength evolution on the fault surface to an elastodynamic model for the material adjacent945

to the fault.946

8. Conclusions

In this manuscript we used a model for deformation in a fluid-saturated gouge layer to947

study seismic strain localization driven by thermal decomposition. Combining a linear948

stability analysis with numerical simulations, we predicted the localized zone thicknesses949

as a function of the fault properties, showing that when thermal decomposition dominates950

thermal pressurization this thickness is set by a balance between thermal decomposition,951

hydraulic diffusion, and frictional rate-strengthening.952

In addition we studied how the endothermic reaction combines with thermal diffusion953

to limit the temperature rise during an earthquake, producing an estimate for how the954

peak temperature depends on reaction properties. For the materials studied here this955
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peak temperature is controlled by the reaction kinetics, and is typically much larger than956

the equilibrium phase transition temperature.957

Next we studied how the onset of thermal decomposition accelerates dynamic weakening,958

showing that the onset of decomposition leads to a rapid strength drop of ∼20-40% of the959

initial fault strength. The weakening rate after the onset of decomposition is shown to960

be roughly approximated by the slip on a plane solution for weakening driven by thermal961

pressurization, though thermal decomposition always leads to shear strengths that are962

lower than those predicted by thermal pressurization alone. A parameter sweep shows963

that larger strength drops at the onset of decomposition are associated with more intense964

strain localization.965

Our results were used to predict the peak temperature and localized zone thickness966

for four different thermal decomposition reactions. We predict localized zone thicknesses967

between ∼ 7 and ∼ 13 µm, and peak temperatures between 885 and 1733 ◦C. Based968

on these predictions we conclude that thermal decomposition drives micron scale strain969

localization, but not all thermal decomposition reactions will limit the peak temperature970

below a typical melting temperature.971
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Appendix A: Dimensionless parameters

The model presented in Section 2 is rich in parameters. In this appendix we nondimen-983

sionalize the model to determine the number of parameters that can be varied indepen-984

dently, and discuss the physical significance of each dimensionless parameter.985

First we scale the spatial coordinate y using the gouge layer thickness h. Combining

this thickness with the slip rate V we get the nominal strain rate γ̇o = V/h, which

is used to nondimensionalize the strain rate. Combining the nominal strain rate with

the critical weakening strain for thermal pressurization leads to the weakening timescale

tw = ρch/foΛV for thermal pressurization, which is used to scale t. Finally, we use the

ambient effective stress to scale the pore pressure rise, and the total temperature rise from

the uniform shear solution σ̄a/Λ for thermal pressurization alone to scale the temperature.

To summarize, the scalings used are

y = hy′ , t =
ρch

foΛV
t′ , γ̇ = γ̇oγ̇

′ (A1)

p = pa + (σn − pa)p′ , T =
σn − pa

Λ
T ′,

where primes indicate dimensionless variables. The only difference between these scalings986

and those used in Platt et al. [2014] is that here we scale the temperature T and not the987

temperature rise T − Ta. We do not scale ξ because it is already dimensionless.988
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Using these scalings we find the dimensionless set of equations,989

∂T ′

∂t′
= τ ′γ̇′ +Dth

∂2T ′

∂y′2
−Rth

∂ξ

∂t′
, (A2)

990

∂p′

∂t′
=
∂T ′

∂t′
+Dhy

∂2p′

∂y′2
+Rhy

∂ξ

∂t′
, (A3)

991

∂τ ′

∂y′
= 0 , τ = f(γ̇′)(1− p′), (A4)

992

f(γ̇′) = z−1 sinh−1
(
γ̇′

2
ez
)

(A5)

993

∂ξ

∂t′
= F (1− ξ) exp

(
−G
T ′

)
. (A6)

The initial conditions for pore pressure and temperature are,994

p′ = 0 , T ′ = TI , (A7)

and the initial uniform strain rate profile within the gouge layer is γ̇′ = 1.995

The system is controlled by eight dimensionless parameters,

Dth =
αthρc

foΛV h
, Dhy =

αhyρc

foΛV h
, z =

fo
a− b

, TI =
TaΛ

σn − pa

Rth =
m̄ErΛ

σn − pa
, Rhy =

m̄Pr
σn − pa

, F =
Aρc

γ̇ofoΛ
, G =

QΛ

R(σn − pa)

Each of these dimensionless parameters has a clear physical meaning. First, Dth, Dhy and996

z are identical to the dimensionless parameters found in Platt et al. [2014], and control the997

behavior of the system before thermal decomposition is triggered. Dth and Dhy measure998

the efficiency of thermal and hydraulic diffusion respectively, and z measures the rate-999

strengthening component of the friction law. As shown in Platt et al. [2014], Dth and1000

Dhy can be linked to the ratio of the gouge layer thickness and the diffusion distances1001

for thermal and hydraulic diffusion on timescales comparable to the weakening timescale1002

for thermal pressurization. Next, the parameters Rth and Rhy quantify the magnitude of1003
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the temperature rise buffered and pore pressure generated by the thermal decomposition1004

reaction. Rth is the temperature rise buffered by a completed reaction normalized by1005

the temperature rise for a gouge layer sheared uniformly under undrained and adiabatic1006

conditions, and Rhy is the total pore pressure rise generated by a completed reaction1007

normalized by the ambient effective stress. Finally, the parameters F , G and TI control1008

the kinetics of the reaction. If A is thought of as a reaction attempt frequency then F is1009

the attempt frequency multiplied by the weakening timescale for thermal pressurization,1010

G is a dimensionless activation energy for the reaction, and TI determines where the initial1011

conditions lie on the dimensionless reaction kinetic.1012
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Parameter Value
αth, mm2/s 0.54
ρc, MPa/K 2.7
Λ, MPa/K 0.3
αhy, mm2/s 6.71

β, ×10−10 Pa−1 2.97
σn − pa, MPa 126

fo 0.6
(a− b) 0.025

Table 1. Representative parameters modeling a gouge material at a depth of 7 km, which

is a typical centroidal depth for a crustal seismogenic zone. Thermal and hydraulic parameters

are taken from [Rempel and Rice, 2006, Table 1], and based on [Rice, 2006, Tables 1-3] and the

procedures in Rice [2006] to account for damage to the gouge material at the onset of shearing

and parameter changes due to changes in pore pressure and temperature. Frictional parameters

are based on Blanpied et al. [1998]. A fuller discussion on the origin of the parameters can be

found in Rice et al. [2014].
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Decarbonation reaction Dehydration reactions
Parameter Calcitea Lizarditeb Illite/muscovitec Talcd

Pre-exponential factor, log10(A) (A in 1/s) 15.47 17.80 6.92 14.30
Activation energy, Q (kJ/mol) 319 328 152 372
Fluid mass, m100%

d (kg/m3), 1140 240 150 131
Enthalpye, ∆H (MJ/kg) 7.25 2.56 5.49 5.17
Solid volume change, φ (×10−3 m3/kg) 0.46 0.88 0.35 0.78
Fluid density, ρf ( m3/kg) 418 267 135 159
Tr 960 ◦C 885 ◦C 1733 ◦C 1454 ◦C
Er (◦C) 3.06× 103 275 305 251
Pr (GPa) 7.42 2.80 3.56 2.43
WHT 5.1 µm 1.2 µm 1.1 µm 1.3 µm
W 12.5 µm 6.7 µm 11.7 µm 8.5 µm

a From Dollimore et al. [1996], as reported by Sulem et al. [2009].

b Kinetics from Llana-Fúnez et al. [2007], reaction enthalpy from Geotab Berman [1991].

c From Hirono and Tanikawa [2011].

d Kinetics from Bose and Ganguly [1994], reaction enthalpy from Geotab Berman [1991].

e Note that the values reported are per unit fluid mass released.

Table 2. List of reaction parameters along with predictions for Tr, WHT and W for four

different thermal decomposition reactions.
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Figure 1. A sketch showing the geometry used in our numerical simulations. A gouge layer with

a finite thickness h is sheared between two undeforming thermo-poroelastic half-spaces moving

relative to each other at a slip rate V , leading to a nominal strain rate of γ̇o = V/h within the

gouge layer. In this one-dimensional model we only account for variations in the across-fault

direction y. The straining is allowed to localize within the gouge layer, as shown by the Gaussian

strain rate profile sketched within the gouge layer. The width W of the zone of localized straining

is then estimated as twice the root mean square width of the Gaussian.
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Figure 2. A plot showing how the critical half-wavelength λpT/2 from the linear stability

analysis varies as a function of fault temperature Tf for calcite and lizardite. This plot was

produced using the parameters in Tables 1 and 2, a reactant mass fraction m̄ = 0.5, and a

nominal strain rate γ̇o = 10, 000 s−1. The horizontal dotted lines show λLTpT and λHTpT for both

materials. The vertical lines show the location of the temperature Tr predicted by equation

(32) assuming τ γ̇ = 378 MPa/ms. As expected we see that at low temperatures the critical

half-wavelength is equal to λLTpT and for high temperatures the critical half-wavelength is equal to

λHTpT , with a smooth transition between the two regimes occurring at intermediate temperatures.

Our prediction for the temperature at which thermal decomposition operates at lies in this

intermediate temperature regime, so it is unlikely that the high temperature limit of the linear

stability analysis will provide a good quantitative prediction for the localized zone thickness.
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Figure 3. A plot showing the evolution of the maximum strain rate γ̇max for calcite and

lizardite. These simulations were performed using the parameters in Tables 1 and 2, a reactant

mass fraction m̄ = 0.5, a slip rate V = 1 m/s, and a gouge layer thickness h = 1 mm. For

comparison the solution from Platt et al. [2014] that considers dynamic weakening from thermal

pressurization alone (i.e. Er = Pr = 0) is shown by the dashed black line. Initially our simulations

agree with the simulations from Platt et al. [2014], indicating that thermal decomposition can be

neglected during the initial stages of deformation. Eventually thermal decomposition becomes

important and γ̇max increases to a new peak value γ̇TDpeak. Following the peak γ̇max decays, but

the values are always above those for thermal pressurization alone. The minimum and maximum

strain rates used to calculate ∆tγ̇ are shown by the black plus and black cross.
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Figure 4. A plot showing the strain rate profile at peak localization alongside the Gaussian

fit used to infer a localized zone thickness. This simulation was performed using the parameters

in Table 1 and the calcite parameters in Table 2, a reactant mass fraction m̄ = 0.5, a slip rate

V = 1 m/s, and a gouge layer thickness h = 1 mm. Straining localizes to a zone a few tens of

microns wide, and we see great agreement between the numerical simulation and the Gaussian

fit. The horizontal lines show the two ways to infer a width from the Gaussian function. The

upper black line shows where the width is measured assuming that W is equal to twice the root

mean square of the Gaussian, and the lower black line shows where the localized zone thickness

is measured when we assume the localized zone thickness is equal to 2W .
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Figure 5. A plot showing how the localized zone thickness W depends on the gouge layer

thickness h and ambient fault temperature Ta for calcite and lizardite. These simulations were

performed using the parameters in Tables 1 and 2, a reactant mass fraction m̄ = 0.5, a slip

rate V = 1 m/s. The simulations varying Ta use a gouge layer thickness h = 0.5 mm. We see

that the localized zone thickness is almost independent of the gouge layer thickness. From this

we can conclude that the localized zone thickness is controlled by the gouge properties and not

the initial thickness of the deforming zone, in agreement with the conclusions from Platt et al.

[2014] for strain localization driven by thermal pressurization alone. Furthermore, we see that

W is almost independent of Ta, which is to be expected since the temperature at which thermal

decomposition operates does not depend on the ambient fault temperature.
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Figure 6. A plot showing a set of parameter sweeps tracking the localized zone thickness

W as a function of eight parameters. For each sweep all other parameters are set to the values

in Tables 1 and 2, a reactant mass fraction m̄ = 0.5, a slip rate V = 1 m/s, and a gouge

layer thickness h = 0.5 mm. For comparison we also show the linear stability prediction from

equation (49) with the dotted curves, the prediction from equation (60) evaluated using the peak

temperature from the numerical simulations with the dashed curves, and the prediction from

equation (60) evaluated using the temperature from equation (32) assuming τ γ̇ = 252 MPa/ms

with the dash-dot curves. The predictions from equation (60) give the best agreement with the

numerical simulations, especially when the peak temperature from the numerical simulations is

used to evaluate (60).
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Figure 7. A plot showing the evolution of the maximum temperature Tmax for calcite and

lizardite. These simulations were performed using the parameters in Tables 1 and 2, a reactant

mass fraction m̄ = 0.5, a slip rate V = 1 m/s, and a gouge layer thickness h = 1 mm. For

comparison the solution from Platt et al. [2014] for thermal pressurization alone (i.e. Er = Pr = 0)

is shown by the dashed black line. Initially our simulations agree with the simulations from Platt

et al. [2014], indicating that thermal decomposition can be neglected during the initial stages

of deformation. Eventually thermal decomposition becomes important and Tmax rises to a new

peak before settling onto a slowly decaying plateau. As in Sulem and Famin [2009] and Brantut

et al. [2010], thermal decomposition leads to a capping of the maximum temperature rise below

a typical melting temperature.
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Figure 8. A plot showing a set of parameter sweeps tracking the peak temperature Tpeak

as a function of eight parameters. For each sweep all other parameters are set to the values in

Tables 1 and 2, a reactant mass fraction m̄ = 0.5, a slip rate V = 1 m/s, and a gouge layer

thickness h = 0.5 mm. For comparison we include the temperature predictions from equation

(32) assuming τ γ̇ = 252 MPa/ms. We see good agreement between our numerical simulations

and the simple formula to estimate the temperature at which thermal decomposition operates,

with typical discrepancies of ∼ 50 ◦C.
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Figure 9. A plot showing how the magnitude of frictional heating, thermal diffusion and the

endothermic reaction at peak temperature vary with Er and αth for calcite. These plots were

generated using the parameters in Tables 1 and 2, a reactant mass fraction m̄ = 0.5, a slip rate

V = 1 m/s, and a gouge layer thickness h = 0.5 mm. The black dashed line shows the heating

rate corresponding to the value of τ γ̇ = 252 MPa/ms used to fit the numerical simulations in

Figure 8, where we assumed that frictional heating exactly balances the endothermic reaction.

However, this figure shows that thermal diffusion plays a larger role than the reaction in limiting

the maximum temperature. In both parameter sweeps the magnitude of the frictional heating

and thermal diffusion terms increases as the localized zone thins, and the units in this plot

reinforce the extreme heating rates associated with micron-scale strain rate localization.
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Figure 10. A plot showing the shear strength evolution for calcite and lizardite. These

simulations were performed using the parameters in Tables 1 and 2, a reactant mass fraction

m̄ = 0.5, a slip rate V = 1 m/s, and a gouge layer thickness h = 1 mm. For comparison the

solution from Platt et al. [2014] that considers dynamic weakening from thermal pressurization

alone (i.e. Er = Pr = 0) is shown by the dashed black line. Initially our simulations agree with

the simulations from Platt et al. [2014], indicating that thermal decomposition can be neglected

during the initial stages of deformation. Eventually thermal decomposition becomes important

and the shear strength drops below that predicted for thermal pressurization alone.The location

of the stresses used to calculate the strength drop associated with thermal decomposition are

indicated by the black plus symbols.
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Figure 11. A plot showing how the weakening rate −τ̇ evolves for calcite and lizardite. These

simulations were performed using the parameters in Tables 1 and 2, a reactant mass fraction

m̄ = 0.5, a slip rate V = 1 m/s, and a gouge layer thickness h = 1 mm. For comparison

the weakening rate for the Mase-Smith-Rice slip on a solution is shown by the dashed black

line [Mase and Smith, 1985, 1987; Rice, 2006]. During the initial stages of deformation the two

solutions agree, and we see a first spike in weakening rate associated with the onset of localization

driven by thermal pressurization. Eventually thermal decomposition is triggered and we see a

second spike in weakening rate, before the two numerical solutions return to a weakening rate

comparable to the slip on a plane solution at large slips. The second spike is much larger

for lizardite, corresponding to the larger strength drop. This plot shows how weakening due

to thermal decomposition can be related to previous solutions for pore fluid weakening, and

emphasizes the extreme weakening rates associated with the onset of thermal decomposition.
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Figure 12. A plot showing a set of parameter sweeps tracking the strength drop associated

with thermal decomposition ∆τ as a function of eight parameters. All other parameters are

set to the values in Tables 1 and 2, a reactant mass fraction m̄ = 0.5, a slip rate V = 1 m/s,

and a gouge layer thickness h = 0.5 mm. We see that a typical strength drop at the onset of

thermal decomposition is 0.2 − 0.4τ0. Comparing with Figure 6 we see that larger stress drops

are associated with smaller values of W .
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